Highlights of
Sunset Ridge
Winner of the Governor’s Distinguished
Improvement Award in 2014! Awarded by
the Colorado Department of Education to
schools that have demonstrated
outstanding growth in student outcomes
for three consecutive years.

SUNSET RIDGE
ELEMENTARY

Recognized by the Foundations for Great
Schools and recipient of a $30,000 grant
in recognition of our students’
achievement on state tests.
One to One Technology: Chromebooks and
iPads are available to all students.
Interactive TV/Smart Notebook
capabilities in all regular
education classrooms.
Electronic library books available
24/7 to students through Capstone
Library account.

Contact Us
9451 Hooker St.
Westminster, CO 80031
303-426-8907
Website: suns.adams50.org
Facebook: facebook.com/SunsetRidgeElm

Home of the
Wolves
An Award Winning
Neighborhood School
Offering Kindergarten to
5th Grade Education

Sunset Ridge Offers:

Innovative Competency
Based System (CBS)

CBS is a personalized approach to
education where students must show that
they fully understand an area of learning
before they advance to the next level.
CBS allows students to accelerate quickly
while providing additional support when
needed. With CBS, all students reach their
full potential!

FREE Full Day Kindergarten
After School Clubs
Tennis, Girl Scouts, Spelling Bee,
Geography Bee, Science Fair,
Student Council and more!

Music

4th Grade Beginning Orchestra
5th Grade Intermediate Orchestra
or Band
School Musicals

Before/After School Care
Fee Based
Services provided by Springboard
More information available in the
Sunset Ridge main office

Visit Sunset Ridge
and tour our school to learn
more about the amazing
opportunities we provide!
“My children love Sunset Ridge and CBS.
I’m so glad we chose to send our kids here.”
Roberta Muniz
“I looked around for the right school to
send my children to and this school was a
perfect fit!”
Jessica Rapp
“I’ve been principal here for 13 years
because I love the community and the kids
and know in my heart that CBS is the right
way to educate children.”
Principal Roger Vadeen

Our Shared Vision at
Sunset Ridge
At Sunset Ridge it is important that we,
as a community....
Become involved in our learners’
education.
Show respect and kindness to
one another.
Demonstrate a positive attitude and
good effort.
Have fun while working hard together.
We take advantage of opportunities to
reward learners and staff for
their successes.

Successful Partnerships
Our students succeed at
Sunset Ridge because
students, parents and staff
work together to ensure that all
our children have a well-rounded
education.
Under the guidance of
experienced, caring teachers,
Sunset Ridge students become
life-long learners prepared for
success in middle school
and beyond.

